


THE HONDA HR-V.
THE SMALL SUV  
WITH BIG STYLE.

HR-V VTi-L with ADAS shown in Morpho Blue Pearlescent.
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 LED Tail Lights

LED
 Daytime Running Lights#

17" Alloys*

# VTi-S and above. *VTi-L 17-inch alloy wheels shown.  
HR-V VTi-L shown in Modern Steel Metallic on opposite page.

Rear Door  
Handles

HR-V VTi-L shown in Lunar Silver Metallic.

Whether you’re headed for the middle of town  
or out to the country, the compact and stylish  
HR-V is ready and game. 

With your position high on the road for superior 
visibility, you’ll command attention. Dynamic and 
sleek, the coupe-like body draws elegant lines at 
every angle, enhanced by streamlined features

such as cleverly concealed rear door handles,  
17-inch alloy wheels# and a sporty black grille.

A suite of beautifully designed LED lights# 
complement the overall look with Daytime  
Running Lights and auto adjust headlights  
up front, and LED tail lights for a smart finish. 

SOPHISTICATION  
IN ANY SITUATION.
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Inside is a space focused on your journey.  
A clever cockpit designed entirely around you.  
The 7-inch Touchscreen Audio keeps you connected, 
while turn-by-turn satellite navigation and the  
multi-angle reversing camera act as your 
intelligent guides. Little luxuries like stitched 
finishes, piano black detail and chrome accents  
add a touch of class to every journey. Choose the  
VTi-L and you’ll enjoy the leather-appointed interior†  
with heated front seats. 

In here it’s all about comfort. Even long legs will rest 
easy in the rear seats. Smart compartments mean 
more room for the things that matter most – people.

But the HR-V’s real secret is its Magic Seats,  
which fold away to almost nothing. With three 
modes to choose from – tall, long and utility  
– you’ve got 18 possible configurations to 
accommodate everything for your urban adventure.

The HR-V puts you at the centre of the universe 
with the electric panoramic sunroof*– your own 
personal window to the world. No one can block 
your view. While the glass is tinted to control cabin 
light, the roof can be tilted up or retracted as you 
wish – great for a weekend getaway with friends.

THE WORLD REVOLVES 
AROUND YOU.

† Leather appointed seat trim means some parts of the seats may contain synthetic material. *VTi-L and above. 
HR-V VTi-L shown.

Panoramic 
Sunroof*

Built-In
Satellite Navigation

Magic Seats
 Tall Mode

HONDA HR-V
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You’ll see the envy in others’  
eyes – just one of the reasons why  
Honda has equipped the VTi-S model  
and above with a security alarm.  
Perfection is worth protecting.

SECURITY ALARM

WHIPLASH MITIGATING  
FRONT SEATS

In the event of a collision, the seatback 
springs are optimised so that the seat 
will more equally absorb the occupant’s 
impact. This has the potential to cleverly 
minimise the risk of a whiplash injury.

Be alerted long before it becomes an issue. 
The Deflation Warning System (DWS)  
keeps track of the pressure in all four tyres  
and reports to you if one is getting low.

TYRE DEFLATION WARNING  
SYSTEM (DWS)

CUSTOMISABLE SPEED ALARM

It’s easy to get swept up in the adventure.  
So set the speed alarm at whichever top speed  
you choose and the HR-V will provide a visual  
and audible alert if that limit is ever exceeded.

HSA prevents ’rolling back’ when starting on 
an incline. The system controls brake pressure, 
keeping the car stationary as you release the 
brake pedal and prepare to accelerate. 

HILL START ASSIST (HSA)

In adverse driving conditions, the HR-V is 
able to detect oversteer or understeer, and 
automatically adjust its path for stability and 
safety. It can also manage brake pressure  
and engine power to help you regain control.

VEHICLE STABILITY ASSIST (VSA) 
WITH TRACTION CONTROL

*Standard on VTi-L, rear parking sensors available as option on VTi and VTi-S at additional cost. 
HR-V VTi-L with ADAS shown in Morpho Blue Pearlescent.

Occasionally the situation requires sudden, 
heavy braking. For the driver behind you, this 
creates an emergency situation all of its own. 
So the HR-V automatically flashes its hazard 
lights to alert those to your rear.

EMERGENCY STOP SIGNAL (ESS)

When VSA is activated, Motion  
Adaptive Electric Power Steering  
(MAEPS) automatically adjusts  
steering pressure, making it easier  
to steer in the stabilising direction.

MOTION ADAPTIVE ELECTRIC  
POWER STEERING (MAEPS)

AIRBAGS

The clever Honda i-SRS driver airbag  
system inflates at different rates depending 
on crash severity, seatbelt usage and a host 
of other factors to keep you safe behind 
the wheel. Dual front, side and full-length 
curtain airbags are standard.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM (ABS)  
AND ELECTRONIC BRAKE-FORCE  
DISTRIBUTION (EBD)

The HR-V comes armed with ABS for superior 
stopping power. When emergency braking 
is detected Brake Assist applies maximum 
braking pressure whilst EBD monitors and 
adjusts the brake force on each wheel.

PARKING SENSORS*

Slip in or out of tight spots with ease thanks 
to the HR-V’s front and rear parking sensors. 
These sound a helpful alert to let you know 
how much space exists between you and  
the nearest object. Standard on the VTi-L.

MULTI-ANGLE REVERSING CAMERA

Feel as safe going backwards as you do  
going forwards with the amazing addition  
of the multi-angle reversing camera system.  
With normal view, top-down view and a 
special wide view, you’ll always be covered. 

PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION

It’s not just your safety Honda has considered. 
With smart design features that absorb energy 
or break away under pressure, a pedestrian  
has a greater chance of survival if struck.

ADVANCED COMPATIBILITY 
ENGINEERING (ACE)

A brilliantly innovative body structure means 
that the impact from any possible frontal 
collision is directed away from the passenger 
compartment. So wherever you’re seated, 
you’ll feel that much safer in the HR-V.

WE’RE OBSESSED  
WITH SAFETY.  
THAT’S WHY WE BUILT  
THE WORLD’S LARGEST 
OMNI-DIRECTIONAL  
CRASH TEST FACILITY.
WITH ITS 5-STAR ANCAP SAFETY RATING, THE 
HIGHEST POSSIBLE ASSESSMENT, THE HR-V IS  
ONE OF THE SAFEST DRIVES ON THE MARKET.
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HIGH-BEAM SUPPORT SYSTEM (HSS)

Designed to help you read the road, a camera identifies lane markings  
and triggers an alert if you stray out of your lane without the indicator on. 

Acting as a second set of eyes, a laser sensor behind the rear-view mirror 
monitors vehicles in front of you. In the event of a potential collision you’re 
alerted with audible and visual warnings. 

If unavoidable, the system automatically applies hard braking and reduces 
speed – minimising the impact of a collision at low-speed.

By monitoring your speed and the distance of the vehicle in front, Forward Collision 
Warning alerts you to possible collisions when you’re travelling over 15km/h.

The High-Beam Support System adjusts your beams automatically as the environment changes – so you don’t stun other drivers coming towards you.

CITY-BRAKE ACTIVE 
SYSTEM (CTBA)*

ADVANCED  
DRIVER ASSIST  
SYSTEM (ADAS)^

We work tirelessly to ensure the safest and most 
comfortable driving experience. Our commitment  
to relentless innovation makes the HR-V one of  
the safest SUVs in its class.

GET OUT OF TROUBLE 
BEFORE YOU’RE IN IT.

* Standard on the VTi-S and above. The City-Brake Active System operates when the vehicle is travelling between approximately 5-32km/h. The City-Brake Active System should not be used in place of safe driving 
practices. Do not rely on the City-Brake Active System to avoid possible frontal collisions. ^ADAS is an additional cost item on the VTi-L. ADAS should not be relied on for avoiding collisions. The driver remains 
responsible for safely operating the vehicle.

Honda’s Advanced Driver Assist System is a package of clever safety  
features that help protect you and your passengers no matter what  
the situation.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING (LDW) FORWARD COLLISION WARNING (FCW)

HR-V VTi-L shown in White Orchid Pearlescent. 
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ECON Mode

1.8L i-VTEC  
SOHC
 Petrol Engine

With state-of-the-art Earth Dreams technology and  
a 1.8 litre i-VTEC SOHC petrol engine, the HR-V 
generates up to 105kW of power and intelligently reads 
the conditions to maximise performance. To put the 
power in your hands, Motion Adaptive Electric Power 
Steering (MAEPS) works with Vehicle Stability Assist 
(VSA) to automatically adjust steering pressure. 

ECO ASSIST 

Eco Assist is a visual training system that responds  
to your drive. Brake or accelerate heavily and the outer 
ring of the HR-V speedometer glows white.̂ Keep it 
smooth and you get the green glow of efficiency with 
the VTi with as little as 6.6L/100km* of fuel, and the 
VTi-S and VTi-L models close behind at 6.9L/100km*.

ECON MODE

At the touch of a button, ECON Mode adjusts engine 
behaviour, transmission and air conditioning to maximise 
economy and reduce emissions.

A REAL GO GETTER.

*Fuel consumption figure is based on ADR81/02 combined test results.
^ White is the speedometer default colour setting. This can be customised to blue, purple, pink, red, amber or yellow. 
HR-V VTi shown in Taffeta White.
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° Requires compatible Bluetooth device. Compatibility and functionality will vary depending on the device. The Bluetooth word mark is owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is under licence. 
†Leather appointed seat trim means some parts of the seats may contain synthetic material. *Metallic/Pearlescent paint additional cost.

SELECT YOUR MODEL COLOURS

VTi
The VTi comes standard with:

- 1.8 litre SOHC i-VTEC 4-cylinder engine

- 105kW @ 6500rpm and 172Nm @ 4300rpm

- Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT)

- 16-inch alloy wheels

- Tailgate spoiler

-  Electrically adjustable door mirrors  
with integrated LED turn indicators

- LED tail lights

-  Halogen headlights with Daytime Running Lights  
(DRLs) – bulb type and Auto-off timer

-  Power windows with auto up/down  
(driver and front passenger) 

- One-touch turn signal

- Black fabric seat trim

- Tilt and telescopic adjustable steering wheel

- Accessory 12V power outlet (front)

- Cruise control

- ECON Mode

- Single-zone automatic climate control

- Magic Seats

- Six speaker audio

- Touchscreen Audio (7-inch colour touchscreen) including: 

 - AM/FM radio

 - Bluetooth® phone and audio connectivity°

 - USB port

 - HDMI® port

 - Built-in satellite navigation

- Multi-angle reversing camera 

- Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

- Electric Parking Brake (EPB)

- Brake Hold function

- Customisable speed alarm

- Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)

- Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

- Hill Start Assist (HSA)

- Motion Adaptive Electric Power Steering (MAEPS)

- SRS airbags dual front, side and full-length curtain 

- Tyre Deflation Warning System (DWS) 

- Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA)

VTi-S 
Additional features over the VTi:

- 17-inch alloy wheels

- Smart entry with push button start

- Front fog lights

- Reverse auto-tilt mirror (passenger side)

- LED auto headlights with auto-levelling

-  LED Daytime Running Lights 

- LED guide style tail lights

- Rain-sensing auto wipers

- Roof rails

- Accessory 12V power outlet (rear and cargo area)

- Driver back seat pocket

- Chrome interior finishes

- Leather-wrapped gear shift knob

- Leather-wrapped steering wheel

- City-Brake Active System (CTBA)

- Security alarm

VTi-L
Additional features over the VTi-S:

- 17-inch alloy sports wheels

- Paddle shifters

- Alloy sports pedals

- Leather-appointed seat trim† 

- Heated front seats

- 8-way power adjustable driver seat

- Electric panoramic sunroof

- Privacy glass (rear)

- Electrically retractable door mirrors

- Auto up/down windows – driver and all passengers

- Remote key fob operation 

- Front and rear parking sensors

- Dual-zone automatic climate control

- Chrome door handles

- Rear centre armrest

- Auto-dimming rear view mirror

Optional ADAS includes:

- Forward Collision Warning (FCW)

- Lane Departure Warning (LDW)

- High-Beam Support System (HSS)

Lunar Silver Metallic*Modern Steel Metallic*

Morpho Blue Pearlescent*

White Orchid Pearlescent*

Carnelian Red Pearlescent*

Taffeta White

Ruse Black Metallic*

TRIMS

Black fabric seat trim – VTi and VTi-S models. Black leather-appointed seat trim† – VTi-L models.

WHEELS

16" alloy wheels – VTi 17" alloy wheels – VTi-S 17" alloy sports wheels – VTi-L
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SPORTS PACK.
With the Sports Pack, available as a full set or piece-by-piece, you can 
customise your HR-V so it’s even sleeker, sportier, and 100% yours alone.

Choosing the right accessories is all part of the fun. The HR-V comes with 
plenty of custom options for your own finishing touches. Whether it’s a style 
statement or the right gear for a weekend away, there's a Honda Genuine 
Accessory to suit you.

 MAKE YOUR MARK.

# Available on VTi and VTi-S only. +Sports pedal set and foot lighting shown together but sold separately. ^Front illuminated. Rear is metallic. ‡Not compatible with Rear 
Aero Bumper. °VTi only. See your Honda Dealer for advice regarding Honda Genuine Accessories, including available accessory packs. Pictured accessories are all sold 
separately. All Honda Genuine Accessories installed at the time of retail sale of a new motor vehicle are covered by Honda’s 3-year/100,000km Warranty. If installed after 
retail sale, they are covered for the remainder of the warranty or a minimum of 12 months – whichever is greater – provided that the accessory is fitted only to the vehicle 
for which it was intended by Honda Motor Co.

~ 18-inch alloy wheels shown; tyres sold separately. 18-inch alloy wheels are an additional extra and not included in sports pack. #Sports grille shown available on VTi and VTi-S only. 
HR-V VTi-S shown in Taffeta White with Sports Pack and accessory Rear Park Assist. 

1. Sports grille#

2. Luggage protector
3. Cargo step protector
4. Sports pedal set+

5. Foot lighting+

6. Door sill garnish^

1

2

6

3

4 & 5

REAR AERO BUMPER

SIDE STEP SETFRONT AERO BUMPER

OTHER ACCESSORIES  
INCLUDE:

- Bonnet protector
- Bike attachment
- Tow bar‡ 
- Camping tent
- Fog light set°

-  18-inch alloy wheels~
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DESCRIPTION VTi VTi-S VTi-L

ENGINE
Engine type: - SOHC i-VTEC In line 4-cylinder • • •
Engine capacity:  - 1.8L – 1799cc • • •
Compression ratio 10.6 10.6 10.6
Bore x stroke (mm) 81 x 87.3 81 x 87.3 81 x 87.3
Fuel type (minimum recommended): - unleaded (RON 91) • • •
Fuel supply system: - Honda Programmed Fuel Injection • • •
Drive By Wire throttle (DBW) • • •

TRANSMISSION
Continuously Variable Transmission: • • •
 -  with steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters - - •

PERFORMANCE AND FUEL ECONOMY
Maximum power (kW@rpm) 105 @ 6,500 105 @ 6,500 105 @ 6,500
Maximum torque (Nm @rpm) 172 @ 4,300 172 @ 4,300 172 @ 4,300
Fuel consumption (litres/100km)*: - combined 6.6 6.9 6.9
  - urban 8.5 8.7 8.7
  - extra urban 5.6 5.8 5.8
CO2 emissions (g/km)*: - combined 155 160 160
  - urban 198 202 202
  - extra urban 129 135 135
Emission standard:  - ADR 79/04 (Euro 5) • • •

CHASSIS
Monocoque body construction • • •
Suspension type: - MacPherson strut (front) • • •
  - Torsion beam (rear) • • •
Motion Adaptive Electric Power Steering (MAEPS) • • •
Brakes: - ventilated disc (front) • • •
  - solid disc (rear) • • •

EXTERIOR
Door handles: - body coloured (front) • • -
  - chrome (front) - - •
Door mirrors: - electrically adjustable • • •
  - integrated LED turn indicators • • •
  - reverse auto-tilt (passenger side) - • •
  - body coloured • • •
  - electrically retractable - - •
Panoramic sunroof (openable) - - •
Exhaust pipe finisher • • •
Rear window demister • • •
Roof rails - • •
Wipers (front): - 2-speed and variable intermittent • • •
  - automatic rain-sensing function - • •
Wiper (rear) • • •
Tailgate spoiler • • •

EXTERIOR LIGHTS
Front fog lights - • •
Headlight type: - Halogen bulb • - -
  - LED - • •
Headlights with: -  auto off coming home/leaving home function • • •
  - auto on/off dusk sensing - • •
  - auto-levelling - • •
  -  Halogen Daytime Running Lights (DRLs) • - -
  - LED Daytime Running Lights (DRLs) - • •
Rear combination lights: - LED optical guide type - • •
 - LED tail lights • - -
Headlights on reminder • • •

DRIVER AIDS
Cruise control • • •
Eco Assist System (speedometer display) with ECON Mode • • •
Multi Information Display (MID): - odometer • • •
  - trip meter (A/B) • • •
 - instant fuel economy • • •
 - average fuel economy • • •
 - range • • •
 - average speed • • •
 - elapsed time • • •
  - outside temperature display • • •
 - customisable speed alarm (2 settings) • • •
Steering wheel-mounted controls: - audio • • •
 - Bluetooth® phone° • • •
 - cruise control • • •
 - Multi Information Display (MID) • • •

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
Air conditioning: - single-zone climate control • • -
  - dual-zone climate control - - •
Front console (with 2 cup holders) • • •
Electric Parking Brake (EPB) • • •
Brake Hold function • • •
Interior lighting: - cargo area light • • •
 - map light (halogen) • • -
 - map light (LED) - - •
 - interior light • • •
Power windows with: -  auto up/down function (driver and front passenger) • • -
 -  auto up/down function (driver and all passengers) - - •
 -  key fob operation (all windows remote down with manual up) • • -
 -  key fob operation (all windows remote up/down) - - •
Privacy glass (rear) - - •
Rear view mirror: - day/night • • -
 - auto-dimming - - •
Rear seat armrest - - •
Remote central locking • • •
Smart keyless entry with push start button - • •
Tilt and telescopic steering column • • •
Sunvisor vanity mirror:  - illuminated (driver) • - -
 - illuminated (driver and front passenger) - • •
Seats (front) with: - driver’s seat height adjustment (manual) • • -
 - 8-way power adjustable driver seat - - •
 - front seat heaters - - •

DESCRIPTION VTi VTi-S VTi-L

SEATING AND INTERIOR
Seat trim material: - fabric • • -
 - leather-appointed† - - •
Magic Seats • • •
Alloy sports pedals - - •
Leather-wrapped gear shift knob - • •
Leather-wrapped steering wheel - • •
Chrome and piano black interior finishes - • •

STORAGE
Beverage holders (x6) • • •
Coat hanger (x4) • • •
Seat back pocket: - passenger side • • •
 - driver side - • •
Sunvisor ticket holder (driver-side) • • •

MULTIMEDIA
Touchscreen Audio featuring: -  7-inch colour display • • •
 - Bluetooth® phone and audio streaming° • • •
 - customisable wallpaper • • •
 - Built-in satellite navigation • • •
 -  vehicle information (fuel economy, trip computer) • • •
 - AM/FM radio • • •
 - HDMI port • • •
 - USB port • • •
Accessory power outlet (12V): - front (x1) • - -
 - front, rear and cargo area (x3) - • •
Speakers:  - 4 speakers, 2 tweeters • • •

SAFETY RATING
5-star ANCAP • • •

ACTIVE SAFETY
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) • • •
Advanced Driver Assist System (ADAS): - Forward Collision Warning (FCW) - - ▲

 - Lane Departure Warning (LDW) - - ▲

 - High-Beam Support System (HSS) - - ▲

City-Brake Active system# (CTBA) - • •
Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) • • •
Brake Assist system (BA) • • •
Emergency Stop Signal (ESS) • • •
Hill Start Assist (HSA) • • •
Traction Control System (TCS) • • •
Tyre Deflation Warning System (DWS) • • •
Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) • • •

PASSIVE SAFETY
Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE) structure • • •
Child safety seat anchorages points: - top tether (x1) • • •
 - seat back tether (x2) • • •
 - ISO fix (up to 2) • • •
Seatbelts (3 points): - pre-tensioner – front • • •
 - Emergency Locking Retractors (ELR) – all seats • • •
 - Automatic Locking Retractors (ALR) – rear • • •
Seatbelt reminder:  - driver and all passengers • • •
Side impact protection • • •
SRS airbags: - front • • •
 - side • • •
 - full-length curtain • • •

PARKING AIDS
Parking sensors: - front - - •
 - rear ■ ■ •
Multi-angle reversing camera: - normal, wide, top-down • • •
 - fixed guidelines • • •

SECURITY
Engine immobiliser • • •
Security alarm system - • •

DIMENSIONS
Overall length (mm) 4294 4294 4294
Overall width (mm) 1772 1772 1772
Overall height (mm) 1605 1605 1605
Wheelbase (mm) 2610 2610 2610
Track (mm):  - front/rear 1535/1540 1535/1540 1535/1540
Ground clearance (mm):  - unladen 170 170 170
Minimum turning radius at wheel centre (m) 5.3 5.3 5.3

WEIGHTS AND CAPACITIES
Boot capacity (litres in VDA standard): - rear seat up 437 437 437
 - rear seat down – load to roof 1462 1462 1462
Fuel tank capacity (L) 50 50 50
Tare mass (kg) 1317 1347 1347
Maximum permissible weight (kg) 1790 1790 1790
Towing capacity (kg): - trailer with brakes 800 800 800
 - trailer without brakes 500 500 500
 - ball down force 70 70 70
Seating capacity 5 5 5

WHEELS AND TYRES
Alloy wheels • • • (sports wheel design)
Space saver spare wheel • • •
Tyre size 215/60 R16 95H 215/55 R17 94V 215/55 R17 94V
Wheel size 16 x 7J 17 x 7J 17 x 7J

• Standard feature. – Not available. ■ Accessory option. ▲Available as part of the optional Advanced Driver Assist System Pack. *The figures quoted are based on ADR81/02 test results. °Requires compatible Bluetooth device. 
Compatibility and functionality will vary depending on the device. The Bluetooth word mark is owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is under licence. †Leather appointed seat trim means some parts of  
the seats may contain synthetic material. #The City-Brake Active System should not be used in place of safe driving practices. Do not rely on the City-Brake Active System to avoid possible frontal collisions. 
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The specifications and major features listed herein apply to 17YM HR-V models and are accurate as at the date of printing (April 2017). However, Honda Australia Pty. Ltd. reserves the right to change or modify specifications  
and major features at any time without prior notice. Due to ordering, shipping and freight factors, some colour, model, option and accessory availabilities may vary from time to time. Check with your Honda Dealer for current information. 
Only Honda Genuine Accessories are made to fit Honda vehicles. The fuel consumption figures quoted in this brochure are based on ADR81/02 test results. You may experience different results depending on driving conditions  
and the condition of the vehicle. Honda warranties apply where due care is exercised by the owner and the vehicle is maintained in accordance with the vehicle’s owner’s manual. Please refer to Honda’s warranty documentation  
for exclusions and conditions. Honda Australia Pty. Ltd. recommends careful examination of all official Honda warranty documentation before purchasing. This brochure is printed on Pacesetter Satin. Pacesetter Coated is 
an FSC® Mix Certified paper, which ensures that all virgin pulp is derived from well-managed forests and controlled sources. It contains elemental chlorine free bleached pulp and is manufactured by an ISO 14001 certified mill. 
HR-V VTi-L shown in Lunar Silver Metallic on cover. HOD1939

Honda Australia Pty. Ltd. 
ACN 004 759 611 ABN 66 004 759 611  

95 Sharps Road, Tullamarine, Victoria, 3043. 1800 804 954 honda.com.au/cars 

 facebook.com/HondaAustraliaCars

 twitter.com/Honda_Australia

 youtube.com/HondaAustralia

 instagram.com/Honda_Australia

CITYJAZZ

ODYSSEY

CIVIC HATCH CIVIC SEDAN

ACCORD HR-V

CR-V



LIMITED 
EDITION 
HR-V
NO, YOU’RE NOT DREAMING

WITH SO MUCH EXTRA VALUE, YOU WON’T BELIEVE YOUR EYES  
VISIT HONDA.COM.AU/HRV



Honda Australia Pty. Ltd.   
ACN 004 759 611 ABN 66 004 759 611  
95 Sharps Road, Tullamarine, Victoria, 3043. Call 1800 804 954 honda.com.au/cars 

White Orchid Pearlescent Lunar Silver Metallic Morpho Blue PearlescentModern Steel Metallic

The Limited Edition HR-V is here. Packed with loads of stylish 
extras, this clever and compact SUV is ready for any adventure. 
But it’s only available for a limited time, so visit your local  
Honda Dealer and test-drive the Limited Edition HR-V today.

SIDE STEPS

REVERSE PARKING SENSORSLeave your key in your bag and get going 
with ease thanks to smart keyless entry 
with push button start.

Always make an entrance with these  
sleek and distinctive 17-inch alloys.

Elevated design and functionality  
come from the stylish, metallic  
side steps.

Storage capacity is cleverly extended  
with a refined roof rail set.

Make tricky parks a thing of the past  
with reverse parking sensors.

SMART KEYLESS ENTRY 
AND PUSH BUTTON START

17" ALLOY WHEELS

ROOF RAILS


